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Let L/F be a finite separable extension, L* =L\(O}. and T&*/F*) the torsion 
subgroup of L*/F*. When L/F is an abelian extension T(L*/F*) is explicitly 
determined. This information is used to study the structure of T(L*/F*). In 
particular, T(F(a)*/F*) when om = a E F is explicitly determined. c 1984 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L/F be a finite separable extension and let L* denote the 
multiplicative group of non-zero elements. We shall denote by T = T(L */F*) 
the torsion subgroup of L*/F*, that is, T= {/?F* : ,L? E L and /3k E F for 
some integer k}. 
The group T has been studied for various extensions L/F. Kummer theory 
yields that if L/F is normal, Gal(L/F) is abelian of exponent m (that is, 
every element in Gal(L/F) has order a divisor of m) and F contains m 
distinct mth roots of unity, then {aF*: CI E L and am E F) is isomorphic to 
Gal(L/F). 
More generally, Kneser (51 has proved the following: 
THEOREM (Kneser). Let L/F be a jkite separable extension, N a 
subgroup of L* containing F* and IN/F* 1 < CD. Suppose that &, 65 F(N)\F 
for all primes p dividing 1 N/F* (. Then 
[F(N) : F] = 1 N/F* 1 and 
for all primes p dividing [N/F* 1. 
T,(F(N)*/F*) = T,(N/F*) 
In another direction, Gay and Velez [3] have determined T for the case 
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when L =F(a), a” =a, and xm - a is irreducible over F (of course the 
characteristic of F does not divide m since we are assuming that L/F is 
separable). 
Now let L/F be any finite separable extension, and let M = {a E L: ak E F, 
for some integer k}. Then clearly T(L*/F*) = T(F(M)*/F*) and in the 
following we shall assume that L = F(M), that is, there are a1 ,..., a, E M 
such that L = F(a, ,..., a,). 
We begin the study of determining T(L*/F*) by first determining 
T(K*/F*) for an arbitrary abelian extension. This we do in Section 3. In 
Section 4 we obtain a direct sum decomposition of T(L*/F*) which depends 
upon the determination of T(K*/F*), where K is the maximal, abelian 
subextension of L/F. We also show that if we are given more precise infor- 
mation about the group (aIF*,..., a,F*), then we can reduce the deter- 
mination of T to a group-theoretic problem. 
Finally in Section 5 we explicitly determine T,(L*/F*) for the case n = 1, 
that is, L = F(a), am E F, for some a (we do not assume the irreducibility of 
xm - am). These results generalize the Kummer theory results as well as the 
results obtained by Gay and Velez. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In the following all field extensions shall be taken to be finite and 
separable. For /3 E L, we shall denote by O,(p) the order of /3F* in L */F*. 
If p is a prime, T, = T,(L */F*) shall denote the p-torsion of T. Since L is 
assumed to be separable, TP = (1) if p is the characteristic of F, thus we 
shall only be concerned with those primes p which are different from the 
characteristic of F. 
In equations, small latin letters shall denote elements from the field F, Ck 
will denote a primitive kth root of unity, Z, denotes the cyclic group with I 
elements and for a prime p, pe ]I n means pe ] n, pe+ ’ tn. For two sets A and 
B, A\B= {aEA:a@Bi. 
For ease of reference we state the following three theorems. Let w, denote 
the number of mth roots of unity in F. 
THEOREM 2.1. The binomial x”’ -a has abelian Galois group ifs 
awm = bm, for some b E F. 
Theorem 2.1 is due to Schinzel and proofs can be found in [7,8,9]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let O,(a) = m. If F(a)/F is normal, then &,, E F(a). 
This theorem appears as Theorem 3 in (61. 
Another notion which will be useful is the following. We say that L has 
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the unique subfield property over F, abbreviated u.s.p., if for every k dividing 
[L : F] there exists a unique subfield K of L over F with [K : F] = k. The 
following result appears as Theorem 2.1 in [ 11. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let x” - b be irreducible over F with char Fljm and let p 
be a root of x”’ - b. Then the extension F@)/F has the u.s.p. lfl 
(i) for every odd prime p dividing m, I;, @ F@)\F, and 
(ii) if 4 1 m then C4 @ F(J)\F. 
Finally, define s to be the largest integer such that &$ E F, &+, 65 F, if 
such exists, otherwise s = co. If s < co, then Z,, is a finite cyclic group. If 
S=co, z,, is the abelian group defined by the following generators and 
relations: 
Z,, = (b, , b, ,..., 1 b: = 1, by+ 1 = b, , for all i > 1). 
3. THE TORSION GROUP OF AN ABELIAN EXTENSION 
Let K/F be a finite abelian extension. In this section we shall describe 
T(K*/F*). Of course, T(K*/F*) = 0, T,(K*/F*), so it will be sufficient to 
describe T, for each prime p. 
As was proven in [3], if a E TP, where p% [K : F], then a = b&, for some 
i. Thus we only have to consider those primes which divide [K : F]. 
Suppose that p” (1 [K : F], then there exists a unique subfield of K of 
degree p” over F. We shall denote this subfield by K,. 
The following is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K/F be a j?nite abelian extension, p a prime dividing 
[K:F] andG,=Gal(K,/F)~O::,Z,,i,e,~e,~...~e,. 
If&&K, then T,= (1). 
If &, E K\F, then T, = (J&F* : cPi E K) E Zprr for some e, where e may be 
infinite. 
If 6 E F, then rank(T,) =rank(G,) = t and T,=@:=, Gi, where 
Gi E Z, min{e,, s}, for 2<i<t. For i= 1, G,zZ,min{e,,s\ or 
G, 2 Z,, f > s (f may be co), and G, is the latter iff one of the following 
occurs: 
(a) CIP E F and f > s is maximal with respect to the following. There 
exists a cyclic subfield Z-Z in K with [H : F] = d and &,E H. 
(b) C4 E K\F and f > 1 is maximal with respect to the following. For 
some b E F, either cU+, fi E K or, [,k E K for all k. 
641/19/2-l I 
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Before embarking on a proof of Theorem 3.1 we shall clear the way with a 
few lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose p is a prime dividing [K : F], 6 E F, char F # p 
and O&3) = pi. Then p E Kp. Further, if p is odd we have that F@)/F is a 
cyclic extension with lpi E F(J). 
Proof. Since K/F is abelian and p E K we have that F@)/F is abelian, 
thus <pi E F(/3) by Theorem 2.2 and F(&) = FCgp’) for some k by Theorem 1 
of [6]. Since cp E F it is clear that [F(c,,) : F] is a power of p. We can now 
apply Lemma 1.5 of [3] to conclude that [FGIJ) : F(jlp”)] = pk, so [F(J) : F] is 
a power of p, thus j3 E Kp. 
If p is odd then since tS, E F we have that xpi - b, b = ppi, is irreducible 
and F(j?)/F has the u.s.p. by Theorem 2.3. Thus Ff$)/F is cyclic. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let p be a prime, char F # p and H/F a cyclic extension of 
degree pk with czp E F. Then H = F(w) where O,(w) = pk lz<px E H. 
Proof. If H = F(w) with O,(w) = pk, then since H/F is cyclic we have 
that cpk E H by Theorem 2.2. 
Now suppose that Cp, E H. 
If k < s (recall the definition of s in Section 2) then the result follows by 
Kummer theory. Thus we may assume that k > s. Since czp E F, Lemma 1.5 
of [3] yields that cpk satisfies the irreducible binomial xp’-*- cps. Thus 
ffWC,k) = <rpJps = 1, so by Hilbert’s theorem 90 there exists y E H such that 
cpk = ycr(y)-‘, where (a) = Gal(H/F). Let w  = y-i, then a(w) = WC&~, which 
implies that c(wpk) = wpk, thus mpK E F. If O,(o) = p’ then opp E F so gp’ = 
u(wp’) = [$J~‘, thus e = k. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let O,(a) = 2h, F(a)/F an abelian extension, and &&F. 
Then c&,, E F(a) and a = &,+, fi, for some b E F. 
ProojI The fact that &, E F(a) is a consequence of Theorem 2.2. Let 
a 2h = a. Since C, @ F, we have that w  2h = 2, thus by Theorem 2.1 a2 = bzh, 
for some b E F. Thus a = fb2h-‘. If a = b2’-’ this would contradict the 
assumption that O,(a) = 2”. Thus azh = a = -b2h-’ SO a = &,,+, &. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume Cp & F, p E K, OF(@) = pk, k > 0, and 
b = BP”. Since t;, & F, wpk = 1, thus by Theorem 2.1, b = cpL, so ,L? = &J, for 
some j. 
If t;, & K, then j = 0 so ,8 E F thus T, = (1). If cp E K, then /IF* = C&F*. 
Assume that t;, E F. Then by Lemma 3.1, T,(K*/F*) = T,(K$/F*). Let 
GaW,/F) = 0 Zpei, e, > e2 > .a* 2 e,, 
i=l 
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and let d be determined so that ei > s, for 1 < i < d and e, < s for 
d + 1 < i < t. There exist subfields Fi c K, such that Gal(F,/F) = ZPei for 
i = l,..., t and K,=F, .a- F,. Further, by Kummer theory there exist BiE Fi 
with O,(Ji) = p mintei7s1. Clearly {/I, F*,..., PtF* } are linearly independent in 
TP, thus rank(T,) > t. If rank(T,) = t,, then there exist y, ,..., yr, E K, such 
that O,(yi) = p and {y,F*,..., yt,F*} form a linearly independent set. 
However, from this it follows that Gal(F(y, ,..., y,,)/F) is a direct sum of t, 
copies of Z,. However, F(y, ,..., yl,) c K, and rank(Gal(K,/F)) = t, so t, < t. 
Thus we have t = t, so rank(T,) = rank Gal(K,/F). 
Let N be that subgroup of TP consisting of all elements of order <p’ and 
let K, = F(y : yF* E N). Then by Kummer theory, Gal(K,/F) z N. Clearly 
0:=,CoiF*)cN,soN~:O:=,Zphi,~>/h,~hZ~...>/h,.Bythechoiceof 
d we have that 
Thus we have 
where this last inequality comes from the fact that K, c K,. By 
Theorem 15.6 of [2], we have s<h,<e,, 1 < i<d and ei<hj<ei, 
d + 1 < i < t. However, we also have s > hi for all i, thus. hi = s for 1 < i < d 
and hi = ei, d + 1 < i < t, that is, N = &, , @,F*). 
Since rank(T,) is t, we have that TP is finite iff the exponent of TP is finite. 
Let us first consider the case where the exponent of TP is p’, f < co. If f < s 
then TP = N and the theorem is proven. Thus we may assume that 
f >s. Let yE KP with O,(y) = p’, then ydmsF* EN, so ydmsF* = 
(n;= l /yF*). S’ mce O,(ydUs) = ps we must have that at least one pri has 
order p’. However, every element in N has order less than or equal to p’, 
thus there exists an i such that 0,(/3,) = ps and p%ni. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that i = 1. Since ,8, has maximal order in N 
and pi;n,, N= @:I -a- p;F*) @ (@f=,@,F*)), so (N, yF*) = (yF*) 0 
(@f=2@iF*))* 
We claim that T, = (N, yF*). Thus we wish to show that if O,(a) = ph, 
a E K,,, then aF* E (N, yF*). Of course if h < s then aF* E N, so we may 
assume that h > s. By Theorem 2.2, we have that &,,, E F(a) and $,, E F(y) 
(thus &,,, E F(y) since f > h) since F(a), F(y) are both normal extensions of 
F. Set a = aph, c = y”‘. 
We consider two cases: 
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(a) czP E F. Since &, E F we have that xPh - a, xpf - c are both 
irreducible. Thus a and y both satisfy irreducible binomials and 
[F(&,J : F] = phes. Since both a and y satisfy irreducible binomials and &,,, 
is in F(a) and F(y), we have by Theorem A of [3 ] that &,,,F* = (@“F* = 
(f)d-“‘sF*, (ij, p) = 1. So aps = (yg)p/-htsb, b E F and (g, p) = 1. Thus 
a = [,s(yg)d-hb lips. However, [p,b”P”F* E N since its order is less than or 
equal to p’, so aF* E (N, yF*). Finally observe that F(y)/F has the u.s.p. by 
Theorem 2.3, so Gal(F(y)/F) z Zfl, cpfE F(y) and f is maximal with this 
property. Conversely, if f > s is maximal with resect to the existence of a 
subfield H of K with H/F cyclic of degree pf, &, E F and c ,E H, then by 
Lemma 3.2, H = F(y), O,(y) = pf so the exponent of Tp is $ . 
(b) czp 65 F. This implies p = 2 and s = 1. However, cp,E K, f > 1 so 
4, E K\F. We shall proceed by induction on h. Of course if h = 1, then 
aF* E N, thus assume that O,(a) = 2h and if any element has order less 
than 2h then that element is in (N, yF*). 
By Lemma 3.3, a = &,+, fi, and y= &,+l fi, a,, c, E F. Thus 
a 2h-‘F* = c4F* = f-IF*, which yields that azh-’ = yYm’b, b E F, so 
a = [2h-,yy-hbL’2h-‘. Thus <2h-,b”2h-’ E K and 0,([2h-,b”2h-‘) < 2h so the 
induction hypothesis yields that c2h-,b”2h-‘F* E (N, yF*), which in turn 
implies that aF* E (N, yF*). Conversely if f > 1 is maximal (and finite) 
with respect to &+, fi E K, for some b E F, then the exponent of T, is 2f. 
Now let us assume that T, is not finite. Then this implies that p = 2 and 
c4 E K\F. Further it follows that the orders of the elements of T, are 
unbounded. Thus Theorem 2.2 yields czi E K for all i. In this case N is a 
direct sum of copies of Z, and <i = c4 E N, so just as in the previous case we 
can find p2,..., /3, such that L&F*, B=F*,..., PIF* are linearly independent in 
T2 which yields (N, <2iF*: for all i) = ([ziF*: for all i) @ (@fz2pjF*). If 
O,(a) = 2h, then by Lemma 3.3, a= &h+l 4, for some b E F, thus 
fiF* E N, so aF* E (N, [2iF *: for all i). The converse of the last part is 
obvious, thus completing the proof. 
In view of an application in the next section we state the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let K/F be a finite abelian extension with k = [K : F]. 
Let s = {p : p is a prime, p 1 k and cp E F}. Then T(K*/F*) = R @ H, 
where R = @ pEs T,(K*/F*) and H = (CpiF* : cpi E K\F). 
Proof: Clearly T(K*/F*) = 0, T,(K*/F*). We shall show that for a 
fixed prime p, TI, is contained in R or H. If p E S, then obviously T, c R. If 
p 6? S, then either plfk or cp 6? F. If ptk, then by Corollary 1.4 of [3], T, = 
(CpiF* : cpi E K). If T, # (I), then there is an i such that cpi E K\F. If cp E F, 
then p ] [F([,i) : F] 1 [K : F] = k, a contradiction, thus &, & F and T, c H. 
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If &, @ F and flF* E T,(K*/F*), O,(p) = pe, then by Theorem 2.1, 
PPe = bpP, so /3F* = t;p,F* E H. Thus T, c H. 
Finally, if R n H # (l), then there is an element p E R n H with 
O,(p) = p. Since /I E R, [F@) : F] = p. Since /3 E H, /I = bcp, b E F, so 
IW : F1 I P - 1, a contradiction, so R n H = (1). 
4. THE TORSION GROUP OF THE RADICAL EXTENSION L =F(a,,...,a,) 
Let K be the maximal abelian subfield of L/F. We begin by factoring 
O,(aj) in the following fashion. Let OF(ai)= risiti where (ri,Si, ti} are 
pairwise relatively prime and if p 1 O,(ai) then (i) if cp E F, then p ) ri; (ii) if 
&, E K\F, then p 1 si; (iii) if t;, & K, then p 1 ti. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L = F(a, ,..., a,), K the maximal abelian subjleld of 
L/F and S,R,H as in Proposition 3.1. Then T(L*/F*)=L,@L,@L,, 
where L, = (R, a;“iF*, i = l,..., n), L, = (H, aF”F*, i = l,..., n) and L, = 
(a7SiF*. i = l,..., n). 
Proof. By Kneser’s theorem, T(L*/K*) = (a, K*,..., a”K*). Since 
yF* E T(L*/F*) implies that yK* E T(L*/K*), we have that if yF* = 
(ny=, ali) aF*, aF* E T(K*/F*), thus T(L*/F*) = (a, F*,..., a, F*. 
T(K*/F*)) = (a, F*,..., a,F*,R,H)=L,+L,+L,. 
It only remains to show that LinLj=(l), for if j. If LinLj# (l), 
then there exists ,flF* E L,.n Lj such that O,(p) = p. If j= 3, then the 
definition of L,, <,, 66 K. However, if p divides the order of an element in L, 
or L,, then C’, 6% K. However, if p divides the order of an element in L, or 
L,, then 4, E K. Thus, if j = 3, L,n L, = (l), so we only have to consider 
L, n L, . If p E L, , then &, E F, so F@)/F is abelian and [F@) : F] = p. If 
p E L,, then &, E K\F. However, F(J)/F is abelian, so & E FCp), which 
implies that a divisor of p - 1 divides p, a contradiction. Thus 
L,nL,=(l). 
The problem that we are addressing in this paper can be described in the 
following way. Given a ,,..,, a,, each satisfying an equation a:( = a, E F, 
how can we determine T(L */F*), where L = F(a, ,..., a,)? In order to obtain 
a solution we shall assume that we know the group M = (aiF*, i = l,..., n). 
That is, this group is generated by a: F*, i = l,..., n, and we shall assume that 
the relations among the generators tie known, thus we can decompose M (at 
least theoretically) into a direct sum of cyclics 14, p. 343 1. Hence we shall 
assume that M = @:=, (a,F*). 
As before, let K denote the maximal abelian subfield of L/F. Theorem 3. I 
explicitly determines T(K*/F*) and Theorem 4.1 points out that T = 
(a, F*,..., a,,F*, T(K*/F*)), thus the generators of T are known. We can 
now apply Theorem 2.1 to determine the minimal integers ti such that 
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a:‘E K. However, since we know T(K*/F*) and a? E T(K*/F*), we can 
represent a? in terms of the generators of T(K*/F*), thus yielding the 
relations among the generators of T, so we can decompose T into a direct 
sum of cyclics [4]. Thus we have reduced the determination of T to a group 
theoretic problem. 
At the level of the p-part of T we can determine the rank explicitly. 
For i = l,..., n, let PF(]mi and set yi = aTi’@ and M, = @l=, (riS’*). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let M = @$, (aiF*) and p a prime. Then : 
(a) lf &, & K, Tp = T,(M). 
(b) If I&, E K/F, let k = r(M,). Then r(T,) = k or k + 1. Further, let 
(CptF*) =M, n T,(K*/F*). Then r(T,) = k 18 t > 0 and either 
Mp II T,(K*/F*) or &,, = (n;=, @)c, c E F with (ej, p) = 1 for at least 
one i. 
(c) If 1;, E F, then r(T,) = r(T,(K*/F*)). 
Proof: If & & K, then Tp c L, , where L, is as in Theorem 4.1 and Tp = 
T,(h) = TpWJ 
If & E K\F, then T,(K*/F*) = (&,F* : rl,, E K), thus T, = (yl F*,..., y,,F*, 
&,,F* : rS,l E K), so we have that r(L */F*) = k or k t 1. Since M,, is finite 
and T,(K*/F*) = (&,,K* : C;,,E K), we have that &I,,” TJK*/F*)= 
(CprF*), for some t. If t = 0, then obviously r(T,) = k + 1. If t > 0, let rS,, = 
(n:= i yFi)c, ;FTTlfkeither Mp 3 T,(K*/F*) or (ei, p) = 1 z; ;m; i, then 
obviously . Conversely, assume that and 
M, 5 T,(K*/F*i Then &,,,, E K. If p ] e, for all i, then &,,+, = Ifi:=, y~‘“c”*. 
Now since r(T,) = r(@y= i (yiF*)) = k, we have that the group of elements 
of order p in Tp is exactly the group @yz, (yf”-IF*), where O,(y,) =pei. 
Thus c 1/P E Of=, (Vi p”-‘F*) c M,, so &+, E MP, contradicting the 
assumption that (&,,F*) = T,(K*/F*) nMp. Thus (ei, p) = 1 for at least 
one i. 
For any abelian p-group A, let A [p”] denote the elements of order <p”. 
Clearly r(A) = r(A [p”]). If & E F and y is any element of order p in T, then 
F(y)/F is abelian, so yE K, thus T[p] = (K*/F*)[p], thus r(T,)= 
r(T, [P]) = r((K*/F*)[pl) = r(T,(K*/F*)). 
We have already pointed out that Tp = (yl F*,..., ynF*, T,(K*/F*)) and 
that to describe the structure of T, we have to determine the relations among 
Y1 ,-**, JJ,, and the generators of T,(K*/F*). The following theorem gives some 
information on these relations. We shall use the notation and terminology of 
Theorem 3.1 for describing T,(K*/F*). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let /?E L, OJ&=p’. Then F@)nK =FGgpemk) for 
some k < e. 
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If 11p E F, then (i) if e< s then /3E K, (ii) if e > s, then k>s and 
T,(K*/F*) contains elements of order p’, (iii) if e > s and e > k, then 
ppe-) = (r-g * 6j)C, sj E G/ and there exists at least one j such that 
Sj & (T,(K*/F*))p and O,(Sj) > p”, where the Gj are as in Theorem 3.1. 
Proof Clearly Fl’J) n K is the maximal abelian subfield of F@)/F, so if 
k, we have that F(/3) n K = F(ppeek), by Theorem 1 of 
that &E F. If e < s, then since &,‘E F, F(P)/F is 
abelian, so /J f K. Assume then that e > s, then 0,(,i3p’-‘) = pS and F(P@“-‘)/F 
is abelian, thus /P’-’ E K. But F@) n K = F(JPeUc), thus k > s, so K contains 
an element of order pS. Now let e > k, then since T,(K*/F*) = @j= I G, 
(recall Theorem 3.1), we have that /Ipeek = (nf=, dj)c, Sj E Gj. If 
8;‘, E Tp(K*/F*), for every j, then /3pe-*-’ = (nf=, G,!‘*)c”*. Thus cl’* E T, 
but T(K*/F*) contains all elements of order p since I& E F, thus ,!P-‘-’ E K. 
Tfartf;, F(P) n K =) F@pe-k-l), but by Theorem 1 of [6 1, [F(J) : FQ3p’-“~u’)J = 
which implies that [F@) : I;@> n K] < pedk-‘, a contradiction. 
f;ihus a; least one 6. is not a pth-power in T (K*/F*). 
Since we have lxpressed ppp-” m terms Lf a direct sum decomposition, 
O&V) = pk = lcm(0,(6j), j = l,..., t}. If k > S, then G, z Zprr r > s. Also 
0,(&j) < ps, for j 2 2 since Gj z Z, min(ej, ~1, for j > 2. Thus O,(S,) = ph. 
If 6, 4: T,(K*/F*)P, we are done, thus we may assume that 
6, E T,(K*/F*)Y By way of contradiction, assume that all 8. with 
Sj @ Tp(K*/F*)p have order strictly less than pS. Then @*‘-‘)J’~’ = 
(nf=, 8$“-‘)c,, and our assumption implies that 8Ts-’ E T,(K*/F*)P”, for all 
j. Thus, ,f3PP--X’E-’ = A*‘c,, I E T,(K*/F*), so ppeSk-- = Ac~Ip”. But since 
ipS E F, K contains all elements of order less than or equal to p”, thus 
c’/~s E ,y, so /ye-k-l E K, which is a contradiction (see preceding paragraph). 
Thus there must exist a Sj with Sj @ (T,(T,(K*/F*))* and O,(Sj) > pS. 
As an application of these results we shall determine the structure of Tp 
for the case n = I in the next section. We shall find that Theorem 4.3 
provides the necessary relations among the generators to determine the 
structure. 
5. THE TORSION GROUP OF F(a)/F 
We shall now take L = F(a,) = F(a) and describe the p-torsion of 
F(a)*/F*. We do not assume that xm - am, where O,(a) = m, is irreducible. 
As before, T = T(F(a)*/F*) and T,, = T,(F(a)/F*). For the description of 
Tp, we shall need the following technical lemma, which we state without 
proof (for p = 2, this appears as Lemma 1.11 in [3]). 
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LEMMA 5.1(a). Let G be a group with G = (6) @ (a), (6) E Zpi, 
(a) z Z,,,, with j > i 2 1 and p a prime. Let H = ((8”-‘, &“)) and &d the 
images of 6, u in G/H. Then G/H = (c%~‘-‘) @ (6) z Z,,-, @ Zpja 
(b) Let G = (6) @ Zpca , where (6) 2 Z,,. Let (u) c Z,, be the unique 
subgroup of order pn. Then G = (60) @ Zpm. Let H = ((cV-‘, up”-“)). Let 
6, ~7, gp, be the images of 6,o, Zpm in G/H. Then G/H = (%) @ zp,, where 
(60) z Z,,+ and zpW z Zpm. 
If cp 6Z L, then Theorem 4.2 applies to describe T,,. Thus we only have to 
consider the case where &, E L. Let O,(a) = m, pe, (m,, p) = 1, and set 
a,, = amo. Thus T, = (a,F*, T,(K*/F*)). 
Let us first consider the case where cp E Lp. Then the rank of T, is either 
1 or 2 and by Theorem 4.2, the rank is 1 iff either T,(K*/F*) c (a,$*) 
(then T, = (a,F*)) or (a,F*) c T,(K*/F*) (then T, = T,(K*/F*)). Thus 
we only have to consider the case where the rank is 2. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let cp E Lp, F(a,) n K = F(ateek), T,(K*/F*) = 
(cpiF* : cpi E K) z Z,, (r may be CO). 
(a) Ifk=eork=r,thentherankofT,isl.Ifk<eandk<r,then: 
(b) rfe < r, T,(F(a)*/F*) = (a,[,,F*) @ T,(K*/F*) s Zpe-k @ Zpr. 
(c) Ifr < e, T,(F(a)*/F*) = (a,F*) @ (a:‘-‘r,,F*) z Z, 0 Z,,-t . 
Proof: Since at’-’ E K, O,(a:‘-k) = pk and 
we have that apOe-’ = c&+ 
T,(K */F*) = 
(SpiJ’* : Cpi E K), 
In the remarks preceding Theorem 5.1, we have taken care of case (a). 
Thus we may assume that k < e and k < r. In cases (b) and (c) we can now 
easily apply Lemma 5.1 to determine the structure. 
Now let us consider the case when Q E F. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let & E F and F(a,) 17 K = F(a{“-k). 
(a) ffe<sork=e,thenT,=T,(K*/F*).Lete>sande>k,then: 
(b) rfG1 = Zpminlel,sI, then Tp g Zpe 0 (Oj= 2 Zpm~n~e,,S~ >* 
(c) rf G, r Zpr, r > s, then 
(i) ifr < e and k = r, then Tp = Zpe @ (@j= z Zpmin(e,,s)), 
(ii) ifr < e and k < r, T, g Z,, 0 Z,,-,+, 0 (Oj,, Zpmin(ql.s,), 
(iii) ifr > e, Tp 2 Zp, @ Zpe-k+s @ (of= 3 Z,,min~e,,s)). 
Proof: If e < s or k = e, we have that a,, E K, so T, = T,(K*/F*). Thus, 
we may assume that e > s and e > k. Further by Theorem 4.3, we have that 
k > s. Thus there exists an element of order pk > ps in T,(K*/F*). 
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From Theorem 3.1 we have that Gi z Zpmin,ei.SI, for i > 2. Thus, let 
Gi = @,F*), i > 2. 
If G, = Zpmin~el.s~, then G, is finite, so let G, = @,F*). By construction 
lG,I>lG,l> . . . > 1 G,l. Further, since there is an element of order ps in 
T,(K*/F*), we have that 1 Gil = p’, and in fact every element has order at 
most ps. Thus k = s and we have that a{‘-’ = (n:= I p$c. By Theorem 4.3. 
there is an i such that O#) = ps and (fi, p) = 1. Without loss of 
generality, we may take i = 1 andf, = 1. Set pi = n:=, /3?. Then since /3{ has 
maximal order in T,(K*/F*), we have 
Then 
T,(K*/F*) = J&F*) @ ( & &F*)). 
i=2 
Pe-k _ 
a0 -p;c, so Tp= (aoF*) 0 (l@2 cB,F*)) - 
Now, let G, = Zp,, r > s. 
If I < e, then G, is finite, so G, = Q?,F*), and a:emk= (Hi=, /3$c. If 
(f,, p) = 1, then O&) = p’ > ps, thus k = Y and just as in the preceding 
case Tp = (aoF*) @ (@iz2 @,F*)). 
If p ) f, , then k < F-. Thus by Theorem 4.3 we have that there exists a j 
such that (fj, p) = 1 and O,pj) = p’. Without loss of generality we may 
take j = 2 and f2 = 1. Set /I; = n:=* /IT, then clearly 
Tp(K*/F*) = @IF*) 0 @SJ’*) 0 [ii3 @iF*)) 
and 
Thus 
Tp = (aoF*, B,F*) 0 ( riVi’*)) . 
We can now apply Lemma 5.1 to determine the structure of (aoF*,P,F*) 
since prek /If,, and 
(ap,e-k)ps = (p<‘-k+s)id, (i,p)= 1. 
Finally assume that r > e. Then we are not assured that G, is finite. 
However, aPgemk = (6, n:=2/?7)~, 6, E G,. Since k < e < r, we must have that 
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6, E (T,,(K*/F*))P, thus by Theorem 4.3 we may assume that fi = 1, 
0,(/3,) = ps. As before, set & = nf=, /3?, then 
and 
thus we may apply Lemma 5.1 to determine the structure of (G,, a$*), 
using the fact that c$-~+’ = Sf’c, . 
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